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In the course of the recent advances in chemical structure prediction, a straightforward type of di-
agram to evaluate phase stabilities is presented based on an expedient example. Crystal structures
and energetic stabilities of dipnictides NiPn2 (Pn = N, P, As, Sb, Bi) are systematically investi-
gated by first principles calculations within the framework of density functional theory using the
generalized gradient approximation to treat exchange and correlation. These dipnictides show re-
markable polymorphism that is not yet understood systematically and offers room for the discovery
of new phases. Relationships between the concerned structures including the marcasite, the pyrite,
the arsenopyrite/CoSb2, and the NiAs2 types are highlighted by means of common structural frag-
ments. Electronic stabilities of experimentally known and related AB2 structure types are presented
graphically in so-called stability diagrams. Additionally, competing binary phases are taken into
consideration in the diagrams to evaluate the stabilities of the title compounds with respect to de-
composition. The main purpose of the stability diagrams is the introduction of an image that en-
ables the estimation of phase stabilities at a single glance. Beyond that, some of the energetically
favored structure types can be identified as potential new phases. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4832698]

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the greatest challenges in modern-day solid state
chemistry is the search for novel functional materials as key
compounds for high technological applications, e.g., to gain
energy in thermoelectric or photovoltaic compounds.1, 2 On
the way from expensive experimental screening to the predic-
tion and finally to the design of materials, first-principles cal-
culations play an increasingly important role not only to cal-
culate properties of already synthesized compounds but also
to predict the stabilities of hypothetical new compounds. The
latter is significantly more complex and time-consuming and
can be gradually more afforded with high-performance com-
puters and advanced codes. As a result, the focus has been
turned from the pure description of experimentally known
compounds to the discovery of new materials by means of
theoretical methods. A milestone to predict hitherto unknown
compounds and structures was set by the work of Jansen,3 em-
phasizing the role of theoretical methods in solid state chem-
istry synthesis planning. The introduction of the concept of
an energy landscape that reflects the energy hypersurface of
the material world and the exploration of this landscape de-
livers a key for rational design of syntheses. It is based on
the principle that all possible structures and compositions are
found on the potential energy surface that can be computed.
Thereby, also metastable compounds can be identified. An-
other approach by Oganov et al. applies a combination of
evolutionary techniques and ab initio calculations to predict
stable and low-energy metastable structures.4 Dronskowski

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
richard.weihrich@chemie.uni-r.de

et al. published a state-of-the-art contribution on ab initio
thermochemistry of solid-state materials5 and they developed
energy–volume diagrams for systems with a fixed stoichiom-
etry including a multitude of possible structure types.6 The
concept was applied by our group to calculate the relative
stability of black and red phosphorus and arsenic.7 A recent
contribution by Zunger et al. dealing with stabilities of hypo-
thetical Half-Heusler-type compounds emphasizes the role of
competing phases with different atomic compositions in addi-
tion to thermodynamic stabilities.8

Keeping in mind the works cited above, we want to
present a graphical representation using the example of an
expedient and comprehensible case. It extends our earlier
schemes that were based on the prediction of pyrite (FeS2)
related compounds.9–15 In a systematic quantum mechani-
cal study, relevant excerpts of the stated energy landscape
are depicted for the example of nickel dipnictides. A well-
established stepwise rough to precise optimization scheme
starting from known nickel dipnictide and related structure
types should provide a basis for the determination of reliable
energy values. Applying this method, new structures or vari-
ations of those structures can also be detected. Competing bi-
nary phases with different stoichiometries are considered to
provide an entire impression of the phase stabilities of the in-
vestigated series. Instead of a list of absolute energy values, a
large-scale picture of relevant (hypothetical) phases is offered
with emphasis on trends within the periodic table. Nickel dip-
nictides provide an ideal model system for this case study with
the occurrence of several polymorphs on the one hand and
enough room for the discovery of not-yet-known compounds
on the other.

0021-9606/2013/139(21)/214705/9/$30.00 © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC139, 214705-1
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Among the multitude of structure types known for several
combinations of pnictides and transition metals, compounds
with the stoichiometry MPn2 (M = transition metal, Pn =
pnictide) are very important representatives. With the excep-
tion of group 3 and group 7 elements, the formation of dip-
nictide compounds has been reported for all transition met-
als with at least one member of the pnictide row (according
to the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)16, 17). The
structural diversity of the MPn2 compounds ranges from lay-
ers, chains, and dumbbells to strand-like and spiral arrange-
ments. Whereas layered structures are characteristic for ear-
lier transition metals in MPn2, later transition metals tend to
prefer compounds containing dumbbells. The latter can be
separated into 3 predominant structural groups: the marca-
site type that mainly appears for group 8 elements, the ar-
senopyrite type that is characteristic for group 9 elements,
and the pyrite type that is most common for group 10 el-
ements. Pyrite (FeS2) related compounds have been play-
ing an important role in the development of theoretical cal-
culations. Pyrite itself is under intensive investigation as it
was identified as promising material for photovoltaic ap-
plications from band structure calculations.18, 19 Later, plat-
inum nitride was identified as isoelectronic pyrite type PtN2

by thorough density functional theory (DFT) calculations
on possible stable compositions and structures.20 It is iso-
typic and isoelectronic to pyrite and known compounds PtPn2

(Pn = P, As, Sb, Bi) as well as SiP2.12, 14 Furthermore, it
exhibits an N-N bond similar to PdN2, predicted ultrahard
CN2,9, 10 and large gap SiN2.10, 12 Looking for isoelectronic
NiPn2 compounds, one finds a range of polymorphs and
structurally related compounds that are known for possible
applications as electrode materials.21 Isoelectronic to FeS2,
NiPn2-type compounds should reveal high oxidation poten-
tial as diamagnets with d6 electronic configuration for Ni in
a rather unusual oxidation state of +IV. The search for novel
nickel dipnictides is expected to yield useful materials with
interesting functionalities.

In contrast to the group 8 and group 9 metal dipnic-
tides, there is a distinct structural diversity (beyond the pyrite
type) among the group 10 metal dipnictides, particularly for
M = Ni (Table I). In fact, the observed polymorphism for the

TABLE I. Overview of the existing crystal structures for nickel dipnictides.

NiPn2 Ni Pd Pt

N Pa-3 (205)
P Pa-3 (205)a Pa-3 (205)

C2/c (15)b C2/c (15)b

As Pa-3 (205) Pa-3 (205) Pa-3 (205)
Pnnm (58)a

Pbca (61)a

Sb Pnnm (58) Pa-3 (205) Pa-3 (205)
Pbca (61)a

Bi C2/m (12)c Pa-3 (205)
I4/mmm (139)a Pbca (61)

P-3 (147)c

aDumbbell-like structures.
bStrand-like structures.
cLayered structures.

nickel compounds is outstanding in the class of dipnictides.
Nickel diarsenides exhibit the largest structural variety. NiAs2

has a pararammelsbergite type22–25 low temperature and a
rammelsbergite/marcasite type23, 25–30 high temperature form
while pyrite type NiAs2

31, 32 is found at high pressures. For
NiSb2, a marcasite type phase33 was thoroughly studied by
Kjekshus25, 28–30, 34 and the application of high pressure was
shown to lead to a pararammelsbergite type instead of a pyrite
type structure.35 NiP2 crystallizes in a KO2 type structure36, 37

at ambient conditions and a high temperature and high pres-
sure form of NiP2

32 exists in the pyrite type. The question
arises if and how the mentioned structures are associated
with each other and if some of the structure types could be
found as new phases in combination with different pnictides.
Not-yet-known pernitrides and dibismuthides are especially
interesting in this matter as they have been reported for
the corresponding palladium and platinum homologues.38–47

Actually, the discovery of novel dinitride compounds was
successful recently (OsN2, IrN2, PtN2)38–40, 48 – driven by
promising properties like hardness or superconductivity. This
situation is seen as a starting point for the question on the pre-
diction of the relative stability of known and unknown com-
pounds and structures with respect to possible polymorphs
and the decomposition into more stable products. Only a
small number of quantum mechanical studies for nickel dip-
nictides have been performed to date: two works were ded-
icated to nickel diphosphides.49, 50 The NiPn2 homologues
PdPn2 and especially PtPn2, however, were in the focus of
structure calculations mainly for Pn = N.12, 20, 51–53 In this
work, we want to investigate the stabilities of experimentally
known and hypothetical structures of nickel dipnictides in the
abovementioned and other related structure types and point
out the relationships between the different structure types.

Stability diagrams serve as a basis for a classification of
all known compounds within the examined series and guide
the way to hitherto not existing materials. The main goal
is to establish a reliable and straightforward way of identi-
fying low-energy and lowest-energy crystal structures. The
structure candidates are additionally related to the energies of
their elements and competing binary NixPny phases to evalu-
ate their stabilities with respect to decomposition. Many hy-
pothetical compounds are energetically stable with respect
to decomposition into their elements but not into competing
phases. The stability diagrams are meant to go beyond bare
numbers and to get a bigger picture of the NiPn2 systems
that allows for an evaluation of phase stabilities at one glance.
Optimized crystal structure data of the lowest-energy struc-
tures are compared to experimental data. A foundation for
experimentalists should be provided to synthesize new ma-
terials with useful functionalities. Finally, tendencies within
the pnictide row can be derived that allow for further un-
derstanding of bonding and other chemical trends within the
group.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The first-principles electronic structure calculations
were carried out within the framework of DFT with
exchange-correlation functionals in the generalized gradient
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approximation (GGA)54, 55 according to Perdew-Burke-
Enzerhof (PBE). Full geometry optimizations were executed
with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP);56–59

atomic site parameters and cell constants were therefore al-
lowed to fully relax with the conjugant gradient algorithm.
The interactions between the ions and the electrons are de-
scribed by the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method60, 61

with a cutoff energy of 500 eV. All calculations were per-
formed in three subsequent steps with an initial k-grid mesh
of 4 × 4 × 4 rising to 8 × 8 × 8 and 12 × 12 × 12 to reach
sufficient accuracy. Particularly for large unit cells, this of-
fers an additional verification of the performed calculations.
A structure optimization was considered to be converged with
a difference in total energy of less than 1 × 10−6 eV and a
maximum Hellmann-Feynmann force of 1 × 10−4 eV/Å. The
final values of the total energies of the investigated systems
were obtained with energy differences (between last and sec-
ond to last step) of less than 1 × 10−3 eV per formula unit.
From additional calculations with initial spin polarization, no
magnetic ground state and no energy gain could be observed
for any of the systems.

III. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES

The experimental data of the structures shown in
Table I deliver the basis for the starting crystal geometries.
Along with the experimentally known NiPn2 structures, the
selection of investigated AB2 structure types comprises corre-
sponding Pd and Pt systems and adequate reference systems.

The structure types of the group 10 metal dipnictides
can basically be divided into two groups, dumbbell-like and
layered structures. The latter can be observed for palladium
(monoclinic froodite, space group (SG) C2/m (12); tetrago-
nal CuZr2-type urvantsevite, SG I4/mmm (139)) and platinum
(trigonal/rhombohedral PtBi2, P-3 (147)) dibismuthide com-
pounds. For all three structure types, Pn-M-Pn triple layers
are stacked along one axis with increasing distortion from
trigonal PtBi2 to urvantsevite and froodite. They serve as po-
tential structure candidates especially for NiBi2. A more de-
tailed description comparing and contrasting these and other
layered structures will be published elsewhere. In addition,
the related prototype structures cadmium iodide (CdI2, SG
P-3m1 (164)) and calcium fluoride (CaF2, SG Fm-3m (225))
serve as further reference compounds for layered structures
and structures with isolated ions.

The majority of the structure types under investigation,
however, contain dumbbell-like arrangements. Structures of
this and similar kind were subject to detailed investigations,
particularly for homologous Pd and Pt compounds and the
respective chalcogenides. Among these, there are the marca-
site/rammelsbergite (orthorhombic, SG Pnnm (58)), the pyrite
(cubic, SG Pa-3 (205)), the NiAs2/pararammelsbergite (or-
thorhombic, SG Pbca (61)), the arsenopyrite/CoSb2 (mono-
clinic, SG P21/c (14)), and the KO2 type (monoclinic, SG
C2/c (15)) structure. By approximation, the latter can also be
seen as dumbbell-like structure. Alternative to a chain-like de-
scription, dumbbells can be imagined as those that are inter-
connected as zigzag-like chains with almost equal distances
within and between the pairs. Even though the mentioned

dumbbell-like structures belong to different crystal systems
and their unit cells differ in size and shape, they are all re-
lated to each other. A detailed discussion on the relationships
between the pyrite, marcasite, and arsenopyrite type can be
found in contributions by A. Kjekshus.62–64 Many depictions
of the unit cells found in the literature contain a rather un-
clear connection of coordination polyhedra or appear as mere
congeries of the atoms of the unit cell. Here, we want to intro-
duce a straightforward graphical representation with empha-
sis on common structural fragments to allow for a comparison
of the present structure types.

The investigated structure types can all be derived from
close-packed metal structures with dumbbells in octahedral
holes. The main difference between the structures is the ori-
entation of the dumbbells which can be seen in Figure 1 and
will be explained below. This results in different symmetries,
different space groups, and unit cells that significantly diverge
in size and shape. Equivalent characteristic fragments can be
found for all structure types with Pn-Pn dumbbells. Pn atoms
are (distorted) tetrahedrally, coordinated by the corresponding
dumbbell partner and 3 Ni atoms. An exception is the KO2

type structure with two Pn neighbors and two Ni atoms. The
Ni atoms exhibit a (distorted) octahedral coordination by Pn
atoms except for the almost square planar coordination in the
KO2 type. The structural relationships can be well described
based on the marcasite type. The structure images displayed
in Figure 1 are characteristic fragments of the parent struc-
tures and do not represent their unit cells in a different set-
ting. Dark lines symbolize the cell edges of a hypothetical
marcasite-type unit cell and yellow lines represent the orig-
inal unit cell edges. Atoms in the original unit cell that do
not appear in the hypothetical marcasite type cell are shaded.
The main diversities between the different structure types are
the orientation and the displacement of the Pn-Pn entities and
thus the connection of the coordination polyhedra and the di-
vergence from the geometry of the marcasite unit cell. The
following paragraph is devoted to a more detailed analysis of
the relationships of the introduced structure types.

In marcasite, all dumbbells are located in parallel planes
and they exhibit the same orientation in every second plane
(0 0 2). The arsenopyrite structure is very similar to marcasite,
solely the distances of the Ni atoms of every second plane al-
ternately become shorter and larger. The Pn-Pn entities keep
their orientations and are just slightly distorted compared to
the marcasite structure. To get from the marcasite to the pyrite
type structure, half of the Pn-Pn pairs are alternately turned
perpendicular to the planes (in one direction of the plane only,
they stay the same in the other direction) without changing
their positions in M6 octahedra. Accordingly, the planes are
pushed apart and Ni-Ni distances in between become equidis-
tant to the ones within the planes, i.e., the Ni atoms are ar-
ranged as an undistorted fcc type substructure with dumbbells
in octahedral holes (cf. NaCl structure). Based on the marca-
site type structure, the NiAs2 type structure can approximately
be obtained with a mixture of both transformations described
above. Alternating M-M distances and orthogonally twisted
dumbbells (in both directions of the plane) lead to a signif-
icantly distorted marcasite unit cell. To relate the KO2 type
to the marcasite type structure, all Pn-Pn entities are likewise
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FIG. 1. Crystal structures of the dumbbell-like structure types. The structure fragments are based on the marcasite type and the original unit cells are indicated
as yellow lines. The fragments are meant to indicate structural similarities and do not represent the unit cells in a different setting.

turned out of the plane in the same direction with alternately
half of them rotated by another 180◦. The Ni framework gets
slightly distorted and the dumbbells are directed to each other
in a way that zigzag-like chains are formed with almost iden-
tical distances between the Pn atoms. The (distorted) octahe-
dral coordination of M atoms by Pn atoms is replaced by an
almost square planar coordination and the (distorted) tetrahe-
drons around Pn atoms consist of 2 Pn and 2 M neighbors.

Summing up, the basic constitution of the examined
structure types is very similar. Most distinctive deviations ex-
ist for the KO2 type, and the arsenopyrite/CoSb2 type is the
only one that has not been reported for Ni/Pd/Pt dipnictides. It
will be interesting to see if the described similarities can also
be observed in the calculated stability diagrams in terms of
energies and volumes and how they are affected by pnictide
substitution. It is furthermore noteworthy that the KO2 and
the arsenopyrite/CoSb2 types exhibit lower symmetry, which
makes them more susceptible for structural deviations in the
calculations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The energetic aspect of the performed structure optimiza-
tions is expressed in stability diagrams in Figure 2 and struc-
tural data of the energetically favored structures are given in
Table II. In case experimental data is available, the calculated
values are in very good agreement with the experimental ones.
Thus, the structure predictions for potential new phases are
believed to be reasonably accurate. A slight overestimation
of lattice constants and distances is common when the GGA
functional is used.

Prior to the introduction of the stability diagrams, some
energetic considerations have to be made. Absolute energy
values of polymorphs can be directly associated with each
other. When the atom type or the stoichiometry is changed,

a direct comparison of absolute energies becomes impossi-
ble. Concerning the atom type, energies of phases with dif-
ferent pnictide atoms can be related to each other with the
help of the presented stability diagrams of nickel dipnictides.
Trends for the fifth main group can be derived in terms of
relative energy differences between the (partly hypothetical)
phases. The same is possible for a substitution of the metal
atoms, which will be shown elsewhere. The examination of
electronic stabilities comes along with an energetic consid-
eration of competing phases with different compositions. As
a direct comparison is not feasible, a reference system must
be established. For obvious reasons, the reference system is
AB2 (NiPn2) in this case (in analogy to a realistic scenario of
a closed system with an initial sample ratio of Ni:Pn = 1:2).
The conversion into an atomic ratio of 1:2 is carried out as a
summation of the proportionate energies of different NixPny

phases or the elements to attain the NiPn2 stoichiometry. All
reported NixPny compounds are considered and their energies
are calculated for every possible combination with all group
5 elements. The energies of the elements correspond to their
most stable modifications α-N2, orthorhombic (black) P, trig-
onal (grey) As and Sb, and rhombohedral Bi.

The results of the calculations are merged in the an-
nounced stability diagrams (Figure 2). Squares in the di-
agrams represent the investigated NiPn2 structure types.
The energies of the elements and competing binary phases
are symbolized by horizontal “decomposition” lines. Bold
dashed-dotted lines (green) represent the sum of the ener-
gies of the elements. Solid lines express the energies of the
most stable combinations of a known NixPny phase and an el-
ement (bold, blue) or a different known NixPny phase (thin,
black), respectively (yielding a Ni:Pn sample ratio of 1:2 in
each case). These lines are dashed when the calculated lowest-
energy combination contains a hypothetical phase. All NiPn2

compounds under consideration for Pn = P, As, Sb, Bi are
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FIG. 2. Stability diagrams of nickel dipnictides from (a) NiN2, (b) NiP2, (c) NiAs2 to (d) NiSb2, and (e) NiBi2. Squares represent the investigated MPn2
structure types, and horizontal “decomposition lines” reflect the energies of competing phases. Bold dashed-dotted lines (green) represent the sum of the
energies of the lowest energy polymorphs of the elemental crystals. Solid lines express the energies of the most stable combinations of a NixPny phase and an
element (bold, blue) or a different NixPny phase (thin, black). If a lowest-energy decomposition line involves a hypothetical phase, it is dashed and the related
hypothetical space group number is marked with a star. The boxes with the space group numbers corresponding to the investigated MPn2 structure types are
grayed out for experimentally known compounds.

expected to be energetically stable relative to the sum of the
energies of their constituent elements (except SG 15 in case
of NiSb2 and NiBi2 as well as SG 139 in case of NiSb2).

The stability diagram for Pn = N clearly poses an ex-
ceptional position in the pnictide row (Figure 2(a)). All in-

vestigated structure types are unstable with respect to decom-
position into their elements and Ni3N (SG P6322 (182)) plus
nitrogen (the two lines in the diagram are nearly congruent by
coincidence). Some of the structures undergo significant dis-
tortions to reach local energetic minima. Remarkably, one of
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TABLE II. Calculated structural data of energetically favored structure types. Experimental data are included as reference where available.

NiPn2 Space group (no.) Proto-type a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) β (deg) d(Ni-Pn) (Å) Ø d(Ni-Pn) (Å) d(Pn-Pn) (Å)

NiN2 Pa-3 (205) p-FeS2 4.65 . . . . . . 100.6 . . . 2.025 (6x) 2.025 1.275
Pnnm (58) m-FeS2 3.78 4.65 2.87 50.4 . . . 1.997 (2x) 2.039 (4x) 2.025 1.259
Pbca (61) NiAs2 4.71 9.27 4.63 202.3 . . . 1.994 2.011 (2x) 2.016 2.066 (2x) 2.027 1.266

I4/mcm (140) 4.55 . . . 6.02 62.5 . . . 1.892 (4x) 1.892 1.233
NiP2 Pa-3 (205) p-FeS2 5.47 . . . . . . 163.7 . . . 2.285 (6x) 2.285 2.196

Exp32 5.4706 . . . . . . 163.72 . . . 2.293 (6x) 2.293 2.121
Pnnm (58) m-FeS2 4.38 5.49 3.49 84.0 2.254 (2x) 2.284 (4x) 2.274 2.205
Pbca (61) NiAs2 5.53 10.93 5.47 330.8 . . . 2.262 2.266 2.271 2.281 2.285 2.291 2.276 2.206
C2/c (15) KO2 6.48 5.61 6.15 178.0 127.18 2.205 (4x) 2.205 2.234
Expt.36 6.3660 5.6150 6.0720 175.1 126.22 2.205 (2x) 2.208 (2x) 2.207 2.219

NiAs2 Pa-3 (205) p-FeS2 5.80 . . . . . . 195.0 . . . 2.407 (6x) 2.407 2.475
Expt.32 5.7634 . . . . . . 191.44 . . . 2.399 (6x) 2.399 2.396

Pnnm (58) m-FeS2 4.78 5.84 3.60 100.5 . . . 2.368 (2x) 2.408 (4x) 2.395 2.499
Expt.23 4.7583 5.7954 3.5449 97.76 . . . 2.354 (2x) 2.379 (4x) 2.371 2.487

Pbca (61) NiAs2 5.90 11.52 5.82 395.8 . . . 2.375 2.386 2.400 2.402 2.411 2.421 2.399 2.498
Expt.24 5.799 11.407 5.753 380.56 . . . 2.359 (2x) 2.367 2.376 2.377 2.393 2.372 2.431

C2/c (15) KO2 6.82 5.99 6.67 108.5 127.16 2.205 (4x) 2.205 2.234
NiSb2 Pa-3 (205) p-FeS2 6.31 . . . . . . 251.8 . . . 2.605 (6x) 2.605 2.891

Pnnm (58) m-FeS2 5.23 6.37 3.89 129.8 . . . 2.558 (2x) 2.597 (4x) 2.584 2.930
Expt.25 5.184 6.318 3.841 125.8 . . . 2.538 (2x) 2.569 (4x) 2.559 2.883

Pbca (61) NiAs2 6.45 12.44 6.34 509.1 . . . 2.561 2.576 2.586 2.591 2.594 2.632 2.590 2.925
Expt.35 6.3643 12.3670 6.2866 494.8 . . . 2.533 2.554 2.572 2.573 2.584 2.596 2.569 2.860

NiBi2 Pa-3 (205) p-FeS2 6.59 . . . . . . 286.3 . . . 2.712 (6x) 2.712 3.124
Pnnm (58) m-FeS2 5.57 6.68 3.95 147.3 . . . 2.670 (2x) 2.694 (4x) 2.686 3.157
Pbca (61) NiAs2 6.75 12.92 6.65 580.0 . . . 2.672 2.686 2.689 2.702 2.710 2.723 2.697 3.157
C2/m (12) CrP2 13.07 4.10 5.56 292.91 100.9 2.754 (2x) 2.763 (2x) 2.780 2.908 2.927 2.807 Ø3.565 (7x)

these distorted structures is the global minimum in the NiN2

stability diagram. Whereas the experimentally found lowest-
energy form of homologous PtN2 is the pyrite type,20 NiN2

seems to prefer a different structure. It is reached by a full
geometry optimization of both the arsenopyrite/CoSb2 and
the KO2 type structures (Figure 3). The structure is tetrago-
nal with space group I4/mcm (140) and related to the SrS2

type,65 which crystallizes in the same space group. In con-
trast to alternating planes of Sr and S2 entities, the respective
planes in our calculated structure are relocated into each other.
This particular structure is attributed to the valences and bond-
ing states in NiN2. The calculated N-N distance of 1.23 Å
indicates a double bond diazenide ion as found in Ref. 66. It
is remarkably shorter than the N-N single bonds (1.42 Ǻ for
[N2]4−) that occurs in PtN2. Thus, Ni2+ prefers a planar coor-
dination in NiN2.

The other dumbbell-like structure types are relatively low
in energy with the marcasite type slightly preferred over the
pyrite and the NiAs2 type. An almost identical relative cell
volume for these phases can be observed as the nitrogen atoms
are very small compared to the nickel atoms and thus the
metal packing determines the cell size. Due to the exceptional
size and bonding behavior of nitrogen, some of the layered
structures are significantly distorted. This applies particularly
for the hypothetical PdBi2-type phases (SG 12 and SG 139)
where the original structures are rearranged to layers with
inter- (SG 12) and intra-layer (SG 139) nitrogen dumbbells
(cf. the CaC2 structure type). PtBi2-type NiN2 (SG 147) is re-
assembled to its CdI2 aristotype (SG 164), which is apparent

throughout the pnictide row. Along with the fluorite type (SG
225), the CdI2 type is remarkably energetically disfavored. In
contrast, the occurrence of N2 units in the optimized PdBi2-
type phases makes them relatively stable. The synthesis of a
NiN2 compound would certainly require extreme conditions
to overcome the energy barrier and such a compound would
most likely contain N-N entities. Although facing instability
with respect to its constituent elements, a possible synthesis
is indicated when looking at the homologous Pd and Pt dip-
nictides which were calculated as metastable.

In the remaining stability diagrams for Pn = P, As, Sb,
and Bi (Figures 3(b)–3(e)), almost all structures are stable
with respect to decomposition into their elements, and struc-
tural deformations become less numerous and distinctive.
Dumbbell-like structures are still energetically favored and
their relative volume ratios stay fairly proportional aside from
the arsenopyrite/CoSb2 type (SG 14). As explained above,
the arsenopyrite/CoSb2 type is a derivative of the marca-
site type (SG 58) with minor structural distortions. Depend-
ing on the exact structural input for the calculations, the
arsenopyrite/CoSb2 type either adapts the marcasite structure
or it is subject to structural deformations. These deforma-
tions (rising from NiP2 to NiBi2) lead to the development
of three-dimensional networks with cavities that explain the
relative volume increase. The arsenopyrite/CoSb2 type is the
only dumbbell-like structure type among the present selection
that has not been reported for any NiPn2 compound and the
existence of such a compound seems to be unlikely accord-
ing to our calculations (i.e., the structural deformations that
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FIG. 3. The crystal structure of the calculated lowest-energy structure candidate of NiN2 (SG I4/mcm (140)) (middle) and related structural fragments of its
parent structures SG P21/c (14) (left) and SG C2/c (15) (right), respectively. The fragments are meant to indicate structural similarities and do not represent the
unit cells in a different setting. Small (green) spheres represent Ni, large (blue) spheres represent N.

lead from the marcasite to the arsenopyrite/CoSb2 type do not
cause a gain in energy for the investigated systems). The other
structure types with Pn-Pn dimers (pyrite (SG 205), marcasite
(SG 58), and NiAs2 type (SG 61)) show very similar behav-
iors concerning energy and volume in all stability diagrams,
as expected, because of the described structural relationships.
For NiP2 (Figure 2(b)), they are located in the same energy
range along with KO2-type NiP2, which is the experimentally
determined stable phase at ambient conditions. Moreover,
these compounds are situated below the decomposition lines.
Whereas pyrite-type NiP2 has been discovered as a high tem-
perature phase, marcasite- and NiAs2-type NiP2 are hitherto
unknown and come into consideration as further polymorphs
based on our calculations. Accurately defined reaction
conditions are probably necessary to get there as the energy
differences are just a few kJ/mol.

As a remark on the decomposition lines in the NiP2 di-
agram, we want to underline the importance of the consid-
eration of concurring phases with different atomic consti-
tutions in all possible combinations. The summation of the
energies of these combinations must correspond to the de-
sired atomic ratio (cf. sample ratios for experimentalists in a
solid state reaction) in order to make statements about phase
stabilities. The lowest-energy combination (Ni:P = 1:2) for
a binary phase with phosphorus exists for NiP (SG Pbca
(61)), the lowest-energy combination for two binary phases
exists for Ni5P4 (SG P63mc (186)) and NiP3 (SG Im-3 (204))
(see Figure 2(b)). Per se, the formation energy for Ni5P4

is slightly lower than for NiP (4.45 kJ/mol) and distinctly
lower than for NiP3 (17.83 kJ/mol). The formation energies
of all compounds are explicitly negative (–50.28 kJ/mol-atom,
−45.83 kJ/mol-atom, and −32.46 kJ/mol-atom). To get to the
desired stoichiometry of Ni:P = 1:2, relatively more (ener-
getically significantly unfavorable) P is required in case of
Ni5P4 and the combination with NiP is more stable. However,
the combination with energetically less unfavorable NiP3 and
the relatively smaller amount of NiP3 that is needed to get
to the 1:2 ratio leads to a preference of Ni5P4. A considera-
tion of all possible combinations is always necessary to obtain
reliable stability predictions.

Another hint for the existence of the mentioned poten-
tial new NiP2 phases is given by looking at the polymorphism
and the stability diagram of NiAs2 (Figure 2(c)). Again, the
dumbbell-like structure types are in the same energy range
below the decomposition lines and they have all been experi-
mentally identified as polymorphs of NiAs2. Other phases like
KO2-type NiAs2 seem to be rather unlikely in face of the con-
siderable energy differences and the position above the de-
composition lines. For the stability diagrams of NiAs2 and
NiSb2, these lines consist of NiPn (NiAs type, SG P63/mmc
(194)) plus Pn and NiPn plus hypothetical NiPn3 (SG Im-3
(204)), respectively. In contrast to NiAs2, pyrite type NiSb2

is situated above the decomposition lines and it has not been
prepared up to now (Figure 2(d)). The existing dumbbell-like
polymorphs of NiAs2, on the other hand, are located below
the decomposition lines. Extreme conditions will be neces-
sary to overcome the energy barrier in order to attain a pyrite
type NiSb2 phase. In this context, an already slightly indicated
trend becomes more obvious. Among the dumbbell-like struc-
tures, the pyrite type gets less and the marcasite type more
stable towards higher pnictide homologues (see also NiBi2
(Figure 2(e))). Increasing interactions between dipnictide
units are supposably more or less energetically favorable for
the different structure types. All other structure types in the
discussed stability diagrams seem to be out of reach for syn-
thesis, but this definitely changes for NiBi2.

Whereas dumbbell-like structures are unambiguously
preferred in the NiN2 landscape, the gap vanishes with in-
creasing atomic masses of the pnictides. Nevertheless, the
preparation of structures without dumbbells seems to be very
unlikely for Pn = P, As, and Sb. Only for the NiBi2 land-
scape, they play an important role in energetic considerations
where all investigated structure types range in a similar en-
ergy region. No NiBi2 compound is known from the litera-
ture and there is one particular structure type that is clearly
located in the global minimum of the stability diagram: the
froodite type (SG 12) which belongs to the corresponding
PdBi2 homologue. It is stable with respect to decomposition
for all combinations, which implicates a high potential for
a successful synthesis of this compound. The lowest-energy
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decomposition lines contain hypothetical NiBi3 (SG Im-3
(204)), and froodite type NiBi2 is the only phase that is
clearly located below them. If hypothetical phases remain dis-
regarded, the marcasite (58) and the pararammelbergite (61)
type should also be taken into consideration as they are lo-
cated below the decomposition lines of NiBi (NiAs type, SG
P63/mmc (194)) plus Bi and NiBi plus NiBi3 (RhBi3 type, SG
Pnma (62)). It should be emphasized here that pararammels-
bergite (61) type PtBi2 has actually been synthesized.46

On looking at the volumes of the non dumbbell-like
structures, especially the fluorite type (SG 225), they turned
out to be a very appropriate reference compound for the whole
dipnictide row, with constant relative volume and continu-
ously decreasing relative energy. The same applies for the
CdI2 type except for the case of NiP2 where a significant
volume contraction is caused by strong P-P interactions be-
tween the layers. The PdBi2-related structure types froodite
(SG 12) and urvantsevite (SG 139) follow opposite trends of
relative volume expansion (SG 12) and contraction (SG 139).
From NiP2 to NiBi2, sort of interlocked layers are loosened
for the first and intralayer pnictide-pnictide interactions be-
come stronger for the latter.

The stability diagrams should provide a basis for a simple
estimation of phase stabilities of certain systems. This allows
for the derivation of significant information like trends within
the periodic table or the indication of potential new phases.
For an even more accurate treatment of the systems especially
at high pressures and high temperatures, more extensive cal-
culations have to be performed. Particularly with energy dif-
ferences of just a few kJ, only slightly changed energy values
can lead to inversions of the (relative) stabilities.

V. CONCLUSION

By means of the presented stability diagrams, a straight-
forward graphical representation of (relative) phase stabili-
ties based on DFT calculations was presented for compounds
with polyanionic fragments. Nickel dipnictides proved to be
an ideal model system with the combination of a reference ba-
sis in terms of reported polymorphism and unexplored room
for the discovery of new phases. Experimental data were cor-
rectly reflected in all stability diagrams and hints for the ex-
istence of new (possibly metastable) phases can be drawn
from the diagrams. In this context, decomposition lines
proved themselves as reliable tool for the estimation of ex-
perimental accessibility under moderate conditions. The crys-
tal structures of the determined low-energy structures were
offered in detail. Relationships between the existing NiPn2

phases were shown using structural fragments corresponding
to the marcasite structure type.

Suitable structure candidates for the optimizations were
chosen among the experimentally reported and closely related
structure types along with selected reference compounds.
This set of structure types was systematically optimized for
the chemical series of nickel dipnictides. Starting with the
archetype structures, full optimizations were performed with
a conjugate gradient algorithm. As a matter of fact, this com-
mon way of creating the input for the calculations involves
the possibility that different structure types are overlooked.

However, the example of NiN2 proves that new structure types
can be discovered during the geometry optimization. A main
goal was the derivation of energetic trends for the selected set
of structure types within the periodic table. These trends and
structural preferences for the investigated nickel dipnictides
could be successfully derived from the stability diagrams. The
consideration of competing phases (with different stoichiom-
etry) turned out to be crucial for the investigated systems since
many of the hypothetical phases are stable with respect to
their constituent elements but not with respect to certain com-
binations of competing phases (and elements). All in all, the
presented method is suitable for further systematic investiga-
tions of related systems (starting with the substitution of Ni
by Pd and Pt).

Taking another step further, an expansion to completely
different systems and the incorporation of thermodynamics
and high pressure is aspired. Indeed, the calculation of the
electronic ground state gives clear hints at the stabilities of
the investigated systems and the conclusions drawn from the
stability diagrams are expected to be valid also for the applica-
tion of moderate pressure and temperature. Nevertheless, the
evolution of the stability diagrams at high pressure and high
temperature with a focus on the development of relative sta-
bilities is subject to further investigations. This allows for an
evaluation of the scope of the present results and the deriva-
tion of additional trends within the periodic table.
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